
Making it easier to make more 
sustainable choices with the Travel 
Sustainable Program 



Consumers are now more aware of their impact

82% of partners find sustainable 
hospitality important, but the cost 
of investing and difficulties in 
finding viable sustainable 
alternatives can be a hindrance.

83% of travellers want to travel 
more sustainably in the future, 

73% of travellers say they 
would be more likely to book at 
a property that follows 
sustainable practices.

Booking.com’s 2021 Sustainable Travel Report

https://globalnews.booking.com/bookingcoms-2021-sustainable-travel-report-affirms-potential-watershed-moment-for-industry-and-consumers/


Customers

1. Lack of knowledge on how to make a sustainable choice
2. Lack of transparency on which properties are sustainable
3. Higher cost perception

Partners

1. Lack of understanding of impact
2. Lack of incentives
3. Lack of knowledge or tools 

The frictions



Greenhushing
Some partners have sustainable practices in place but prefer to keep them quiet, because of:

LACK OF CONFIDENCE 
ON HOW TO CRAFT 

MESSAGES

FEAR THAT GUESTS 
THINK THEIR 

EXPERIENCE WILL BE 
IMPACTED 

NEGATIVELY 

FEAR OF SOUNDING 
PREACHY / 

PATRONIZING



Sustainable Travel Flywheel

INCREASE SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY
Collect and identify our partners   
sustainable practises

CAPTURE DEMAND
Appeal to the (growing) 

audience interested in 
sustainability

SUSTAINABLE
TRAVEL
GROWTH

INSPIRE OUR 
CUSTOMERS
Inspire consumers to travel 
more sustainable



How does the Travel 
Sustainable program works?



Our framework to overcome these frictions
Our approach aims to make the sustainability journey for accommodations more accessible and simpler

Independent 
Certifications

Travel Sustainable Programme

Internal Framework
Categories & Sustainability Practices

Energy 
& GHG Waste Water Protecting 

Nature

Supporting 
Local 

Communities

Internal Score



Launching levels (Bookers)   

Link

https://www.figma.com/proto/vX1118miRGg8M6SZe5vgSV/Customer-Value-Prop?page-id=0%3A1&node-id=1%3A74&viewport=419%2C340%2C0.23&scaling=scale-down-width&starting-point-node-id=1%3A74


Launching levels (Partners)   

Link

https://www.figma.com/proto/vX1118miRGg8M6SZe5vgSV/Customer-Value-Prop?page-id=0%3A1&node-id=1%3A74&viewport=419%2C340%2C0.23&scaling=scale-down-width&starting-point-node-id=1%3A74


Verification 

In our framework there are 3 ways a partner can make claims about their sustainability efforts next to 3rd party
Certification:

1. Term and Conditions
2. Customer Verification
3. 3rd party auditing



Each section in the guide is linked to a 
sustainable practice in the Extranet, 
enabling partners to learn, implement, 
and display their sustainable practices 
with greater ease. 

Supporting partners with our Sustainability HandbookSupporting partners with our sustainability 
Handbook

Partner Hub 
Sustainability Handbook 



Working towards unifying our sustainability 
attributes as part of our ambition to create a 
universal scoring system. 

Explore opportunities for Travalyst partners to 
adopt the Sustainability Score and Badge 
system

Collaboration with 
Travalyst



Thank you


